Abstract: In this survey we deal with the location of hyperplanes in n{ dimensional normed spaces, i.e., we present all known results and a unifying approach to the so-called median hyperplane problem in Minkowski spaces. We describe how to nd a hyperplane H minimizing the weighted sum f(H) of distances to a given, nite set of demand points. In robust statistics and operations research such an optimal hyperplane is called a median hyperplane. After summarizing the known results for the Euclidean and rectangular situation, we show that for all distance measures d derived from norms one of the hyperplanes minimizing f(H) is the a ne hull of n of the demand points and, moreover, that each median hyperplane is a halving one (in a sense de ned below) with respect to the given point set. Also an independence of norm result for nding optimal hyperplanes with xed slope will be given. Furthermore we discuss how these geometric criteria can be used for algorithmical approaches to median hyperplanes, with an extra discussion for the case of polyhedral norms. And nally a characterization of all smooth norms by a sharpened incidence criterion for median hyperplanes is mentioned.
Introduction
We consider the problem of approximating a set of arbitrarily given points fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x M g with weights w 1 ; w 2 ; : : :; w M in n-dimensional normed spaces (Minkowski spaces) by a linear function (the linear t problem). Especially, but not only, the Euclidean subcase of this location problem plays an important role in di erent mathematical disciplines.
1. In robust statistics and numerical mathematics, linear t problems are mainly studied with respect to the Euclidean, the Manhattan and the Chebyshev distance, and they are known as absolute errors regression, median problems, L 1 regression and orthogonal/vertical L 1 { t problems, respectively. Related investigations are going back to the 18th century, see Bos57] , Edg87], and Edg88]. It should be noticed that the basic geometric criteria for orthogonal and vertical L 1 -t procedures are strongly related to each other, see also Section 3 below. The importance of L 1 regression (e.g., instead of the known least squares regression) for robust statistics is based on the fact that exactly for p = 1 the corresponding L p estimates are technically robust in the sense that they provide protection against arbitrary outliers, cf. the survey NW82] and RL87]. On the other hand, certain approximation problems in numerical mathematics (e.g., the approximation of given functions by linear functions) lead in a natural way to the same type of problems, see Ric64] and PFTV86]. In particular, SW87] present a numerical algorithm for linear approximation of nite point sets (regarding orthogonal distances) which corresponds to a concave quadratic programming algorithm. 2. The strong development of computational geometry has provided new insights into various (classical) research areas. 93 ]. And as a second point of view, a special case of one of the most interesting problems in discrete and computational geometry (namely the k{set problem) turns out to be related to our considerations below. This subcase is the problem of counting the number of halving hyperplanes (i.e., the number of M 2 {sets) with respect to an M-element set X R n , see PSS92], DE94], and ZV92]. Namely, here a hyperplane is said to be halving with respect to X if it is spanned by a subset of X and the number of points on each side di er at most by one. In this paper we also use a slightly modi ed de nition of halving (which we call pseudo-halving), see De nition 3. Several estimates on the number of halving lines and hyperplanes have been developed and will be discussed in Section 2. 3. In operations research and location science the two-dimensional version of the linear t problem is known as the line facility location problem, which belongs to the area of path location.
Path location is an extension of classical facility location. The set X of demand points can be seen as a set of existing facilities or demand points (in the plane) where the weights represent the importance of the existing facilities. In classical facility location the objective is to nd a good pointshaped facility (see, e.g., the books or surveys Note that in this de nition it is not required that n of the demand points are on the hyperplane, as it is in the de nition before. We will use the classi cation scheme of HN96] which was originally developed for location theory, but is also helpful in this context: in that 5 position scheme our problem can be described by 1H=R n = =d= P , meaning in short that we want to locate one hyperplane (1H) in n-dimensional space R n with no special assumptions ( ), for example about the weights; this should be done by using the distance measure d, and we want to minimize the sum of weighted distances between the demand points x m and the hyperplane H ( P ). In the next two sections some results for Euclidean and rectangular distances are given. Section 4 extends these results to distance measures derived from arbitrary norms in R n . The sequence of lemmas and theorems In Sections 3 and 4 below should be understood as a unifying approach to the median hyperplane problem in Minkowski spaces coming from the vertical L 1 approximation in IR n . Having such a uni ed representation as one aim of this survey, we slightly modi ed related approaches from Sch98] and MS97], and for proofs of particular statements the reader should consult these two papers. Sections 5 and 6 give some algorithmic approaches for the general case and for the case that the distance has been derived from a polyhedral norm (block norm). The paper is concluded by remarks on possible extensions and on a characterization of smooth norms by a strong incidence criterion for median hyperplanes.
Results for Euclidean distances in R n
Now we shall give a survey on the results for the Euclidean version (1H=R n = =l 2 = P ) of our problem. Our starting point is the planar weighted case. In MN80] it was shown that each optimal line has to pass through two of the given points, and this was used to get an O(M (2) For using these bounds to improve the time complexities given above, it is necessary to implement the halving line procedure due to Lov71] and explained in the following for a given point set in general position. Starting with an arbitrary halving line H 1 = a (x 1 ; x 2 ) with initial orientation from x 1 to x 2 , one rotates it clockwise about x 2 (while preserving the orientation as intrinsic) until it hits some further point x 3 to obtain H 2 = a (x 2 ; x 3 ). Then H 2 is rotated clockwise about x 3 to get H 3 , and so on, until one returns to the starting position. For odd M, all lines H i are halving ones, and for even M the line H i is halving if and only if it is oriented from x i to x i+1 (otherwise it is an ( M Regarding the weighted orthogonal L 1 approximation for n 3, already the paper NM80] contains the statement that there exists an optimal hyperplane spanned by n a nely independent given points, and a direct generalization of the halving criterion is also mentioned (at least for the unweighted case). Using that incidence criterion and basic techniques from computational geometry (such as point-hyperplane dual transforms and sweep techniques applied to hyperplane arrangements), HII are all centrally symmetric) and the weighted orthogonal L 1 approximation was observed: using necessary conditions for local minima of these support functions, one can prove that every optimal hyperplane has to pass through n a nely independent points of the given set. h(M) O(M (n? n) ) with n = t ?(n+1) , where t is the smallest integer with the property that for every system C 1 ; : : : ; C n+1 of nite point sets in R n , each of size at least t, there exist n + 1 pairwise disjoint sets S j , each containing at least one member from each C i , such that the intersection of the sets conv(S j ) is nonempty. The authors say that 4n + 3 is a good estimate for t, and they actually prove that 4n + 3 is an upper bound for t. For related considerations, we also refer to VZ94]. For the weighted case, it even remains to be answered whether cM n is the worst case number of halving hyperplanes.
Results for horizontal distances in R n
In this section we describe how to solve 1H=R n = =d hor = P , i.e., how to nd a hyperplane minimizing the sum of horizontal distances between the given points and the hyperplane. This problem is particularly interesting from the viewpoint of statistical linear regression, see, e.g., Wag59], Fis61], RS72], and Sch73] for di erent methods to solve its planar version. However, all these approaches were improved by MN83] and MT83]. In the latter paper an O(Mlog 2 M) time algorithm was presented, and Zem84] even gave a linear time algorithm for any xed dimension. An analysis of the planar version of this problem with the help of a dual interpretation is given in Sch97]. We shortly give two lemmas about the geometric side of that problem, since these lemmas form an important building block for our main results in Section 4. Furthermore, they can easily be extended to the rectangular distance using the fact that the horizontal direction can be replaced by any of the unit vectors e 2 ; : : :; e n . Thus, before introducing the distances d e i , we give the and passing through n a nely independent points x m 2 X. 1. There exists a median hyperplane which passes through n a nely independent points x m 2 X.
2. All median hyperplanes are pseudo-halving ones.
Locating hyperplanes in normed spaces
In this section we extend the results of Section 3 to all distances d derived from norms. The method we use has been developed in Sch98] for the two-dimensional case, and it was extended to higher dimensions by MS97]. Let B be a compact, convex set containing the origin in its interior. Moreover, let B be symmetric with respect to the origin and let x 2 R n . Theorem 2 For all distances d t the following holds:
1. There exists a median hyperplane which passes through n a nely independent points x m 2 X.
The following observations say that for any distance d derived from a norm and any hyperplane with xed normal vector n 2 R n there exists a t 2 R n such that d(x m ; H) = d t (x m ; H) for all m 2 M. Thus, when evaluating the objective function f(H) we can replace d by d t . Writing (as usual) l 2 for the Euclidean norm, we can formulate Lemma 5 Let be a norm or = t for some vector t 2 R n and let d(x; y) = (y ? x) be the corresponding distance. Let a vector n 2 R n be given and let t be not orthogonal to n. Then there exists a constant C := C(n; d; l 2 ) such that for all z 2 R n and all x 2 R n d(x; H n;z ) = C l 2 (x; H n;z ): Note that instead of l 2 we can use any other distance derived from a norm or distances derived from t with t and n not orthogonal. Now we are ready to formulate the announced independence of norm result for nding optimal hyperplanes with xed slope.
Corollary 1 For a given n 2 R n the optimal hyperplanes H with normal n, i.e., the hyperplanes H n;z minimizing f(H n;z ), are the same for all norms d and distances d t .
There is another reason for introducing the distances d t . Namely, based on Lemma 5 one can show the following relation between any distance d derived from a norm and distances d t .
Lemma 6 Let H be a hyperplane, and d(x; y) = (y ? x) be a distance derived from a norm . Then there exists a direction t 2 R n such that for all x 2 R n d(x; H) = d t (x; H) Furthermore, for all x 2 R n this direction t satis es d t (x; H) d t 0(x; H) for all t 0 2 R n :
With the help of Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 one can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3 For all distances d derived from norms the following holds:
5 Algorithmical approaches for general norms By Lemma 3 the distance d(x; H) strictly depends on the shape of the unit ball B which can be an arbitrary convex body centered at the origin. Thus, for certain unit balls (e.g., having smooth boundary which might be su ciently complicated describable) the calculation of d(x; H) is impossible by discrete methods in the spirit of computational geometry. On the other hand, there are norms (like the Euclidean one) giving a direct motivation and basis for computational approaches, and in Section 6 we will show that for polyhedral norms the time complexity is even more reducable. In the following we will ignore such calculation di culties, and from this point of view Theorem 3 yields approaches analogous to the Euclidean case discussed in KM90], HII 6 Algorithm for block norms
In the special case that the distance measure d is derived from a block norm (i.e., the unit ball B is a polytope) it is possible to nd a median hyperplane more e ciently. To see this, we use the argument that the unit ball can be dilated with respect to x until it is supported by H (cf. Lemma 3). Obviously, a hyperplane touches an n{dimensional polytope in at least one vertex of that polytope, see, e.g., Sha78] . Combining this fact with Lemma 6, one sees that there exists an index g 2 f1;2;:::;Gg such that for all x 2 R n we have d B (x m ; H) = d bg (x m ; H), i.e., the direction t (such that d can be replaced by d t ) can always be chosen from the set fb 1 ; : : :; b G g.
Hence we can decompose our problem into G independent subproblems. Thus, for solving 1H=R n = =d B = P it is su cient to nd the best hyperplane H g minimizing P m2M w m d bg (x m ; H) for g = 1; 2; : : : ; G, and then to choose the hyperplane H g with the smallest objective value. How to nd the best hyperplanes H g is described in Lemma 4. Therefore we get the following algorithm. The algorithm runs in O(GR), where R is the complexity to solve the corresponding problem with horizontal distances (1H=R n = =d hor = P ). In Zem84] it is shown that this can be done in linear time for all dimensions n, such that our algorithm runs in O(GM) time.
Concluding remarks
We have clari ed that for all distances in R n derived from norms, and all weighted point sets X containing n+1 a nely independent points, there exists a hyperplane minimizing the sum of weighted distances to all points in X and passing through n a nely independent points. As already mentioned, it was shown in KM90] that each median hyperplane in Euclidean n-space is spanned by n a nely independent points of the given (weighted) set. Our Theorem 3 (part 1), referring to all nite-dimensional normed spaces, says that there exists a median hyperplane passing through n such given points. In this general setting, the latter statement cannot be sharpened (in the direction of the Euclidean incidence criterion), as the following simple example will demonstrate. We consider rectangular distances in the plane, i.e., our problem is described by 1l=R It is easy to see that each line passing through two of the four given points has the (minimal) distance sum 4 with respect to X; but also the lines x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0 have this distance sum with respect to X. Hence there exist normed spaces with median hyperplanes containing no point of a suitably given set (a situation which is not possible in Euclidean spaces). Thus, one is motivated to ask for geometric characterisations of those normed spaces (or unit balls) which enforce the stronger incidence criterion. This problem was recently solved by the authors. Namely, a Minkowski space has the stronger incidence criterion if and only if its unit ball B is a smooth convex body centered at the origin, i.e., each boundary point of B belongs to a unique supporting hyperplane of B, see MS98] .
In addition, one might extend the investigations to k{dimensional a ne ats approximating nite point sets in normed spaces regarding the distance sum, where k 2 f0;:::;n ? 2g. For k = 0, one obtains an immediate generalisation of the well-known Weber-Problem (or Fermat-Torricelli problem or minisum problem) of location theory. And also further non-Euclidean spaces, like those of constant curvature etc., might be taken into consideration.
